This first picture is the entrance of the tomb. It says Jennifer’s Tomb in regular English words just above the entrance. Above that is a eulogy which says – “Jennifer’s Tomb, Life and Belongings”.

What you see here is the inside of the tomb. There entrances to two rooms towards the left and right sides. In the back wall is a mural. In the middle is the chamber which contains the mummy coffin.
The Back Wall

This is a mural which represents a story of my life. There is a woman teaching some children. I am studying to be a teacher that is why I sketched this. It also includes hieroglyphics which says- “She taught children”.

I thought it would be fun to include a small mummy coffin since it is a tomb.
The picture on top shows the entrance to the room which contains personal belongings. That represents my lifestyle and things I could not live without. There is jewelry, clothes, a computer, phone, and a camera. Above the wall it describes what is in the room.

This room contains objects which represent important items in my life and culture. The Puerto Rican flag is there because I’m from there and the U.S flag represents that I’m part of the U.S. The Bible is from my religion. The globe represents traveling. Last there is an album of my life.